
the question of whether or not a child was ever breast
fed is not subject to major recall error. The length of
time elapsed before obtaining data was less for our
paediatric patients than in studies in adults.4'5

It is possible that the aetiologies of Crohn's disease
and ulcerative colitis are distinct and that breast
feeding exerts a protective effect only in Crohn's
disease. Alternatively, a small protective effect of
breast feeding in preventing later ulcerative colitis may
not have been identified by the number of patients
entered into this study (type II error).
As in our previous study of childhood Crohn's

disease, diarrhoeal illness during infancy was identified
as an independent risk factor for subsequent develop-
ment of ulcerative colitis. Infectious diarrhoea could
increase exposure of the enteric immune system to
luminal antigens,' leading to enhanced or altered
immune responses against dietary and microbial
antigens later in life. It is possible, however, that recall
bias accounted for the difference observed between the
two groups as parents might remember previous
intestinal symptoms more often among their affected

children. The intrafamilial analysis we used might
account for the different outcome from that in other
studies.34 Additional data are required to clarify
the influence of events in early childhood on the
development of inflammatory bowel diseases.
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Somatic component to
myocardial infarction: three
year follow up

A S Nicholas, D A DeBias, C H Greene

In an earlier study we reported palpable changes in
paravertebral tissue in patients with acute myocardial
infarction.' We undertook a follow up study to deter-
mine whether this somatic component altered as the
myocardial damage resolved.

Patients, methods, and results
Eight of the 25 patients with myocardial infarction

who participated in the initial study were available for
follow up three to four years later. Of the others, nine
had died and eight had moved away or were unwilling
or too debilitated to participate.
The osteopathic physicians were unaware of the

clinical diagnosis and were not allowed to talk to the
patients in case this provided them with subjective
information. As none ofthe patients had been admitted
to hospital it was not necessary to simulate visual clues
of treatment as had been necessary in the first study.
The physicians noted palpable changes in the para-
vertebral soft tissue from TI to T8 that matched
predetermined qualitative descriptors,'- as in the
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Previous study Follow up study
Change in number ofpalpable sites between Ti and T4 on left side in
eight patients with myocardial infarction followed up after three to
fouryears

previous study. Changes from T1 to T4 and from T5 to
T8 on each side were evaluated statistically with the
Wilcoxon matched pair signed rank test. The dif-
ferences in the findings between the two studies were
ranked and analysed.
The study was approved by the American Osteo-

pathic Association Bureau of Research and the insti-
tutional review board of the Philadelphia College of
Osteopathic Medicine. Written informed consent was
obtained from all subjects.
The number of palpable sites between T1 and T4 on

the left had fallen in six patients and was the same in
two (p<0 05; figure); the median change was-1 5
(95% confidence interval 0 to -4). The other com-
parisons between the two studies yielded p>0 2.

Comment
Our findings suggest that the somatic component of

myocardial infarction and the insult to the myocardium
may be anatomically and physiologically related. We
are planning a prospective study of patients at high risk
of myocardial infarction to determine whether the
somatic changes are present before infarction is clinic-
ally apparent. Such an early predictor would speed
clinical management and might reduce mortality. The
30 year update of the Framingham study showed
that unrecognised myocardial infarction is conumon
and has a poor prognosis.5 Clearer definition of
the somatic component could help in the diagnosis of
silent myocardial infarction and allow earlier clinical
intervention.
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manuscript.
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